
Another New High! 

 

It has certainly been a year of making new highs in the leading US S&P 500 stock index as the market 
continues to climb the proverbial – Wall of Worry. The S&P 500 hit the record 4,800 on December 29, 
2021 which was the 70th new high for the index in 2021 according to CNBC despite ongoing fears 
throughout much of the year. The financial news has certainly been bombarded with the threat of rising 
interest rates hurting stock price performance due to the  long-term inflation fears. We continue to also 
battle the immediate economic implications of COVID-19 with the new variant – Omicron. However, 
despite some modest down movement during 2021 in the S&P 500, it never moved below its 200-day 
moving average which is a long-term technical measurement of the average price of the S&P 500 for the 
previous 200 trading days. The Nasdaq Dorsey Wright technicians decided to look at how often this 
occurred in the past going back to 1928 and discovered it only happened 13 times. They then looked at 
the forward returns of the S&P 500 and discovered it was generally a positive time in the market with 
1945, 1936 and 1928 being notable exceptions. However, in the following 12-month time frame there 
was 6 positive years and 7 negative years including the most recent 2018 period when the US federal 
Reserve was raising interest rates. 

Although the past is simply history, one can try to learn from history and also consider dangerous 
phrases for Wall Street or Bay Street such as – this time is different. We try to live in the present when 
measuring stock market risk and see if we have more buyers than sellers in the stock market which has 
the tendency to push stock prices higher. In fact we did just witness a reversal up in our main indicator- 
the Bullish Percent for the NYSE (BPNYSE) – which measures the percentage of stocks that are on a 
Point & Figure buy signal that trade on the NYSE. It did just move back up to the 50% demarcation point 
after hitting 40% earlier this month. This movement suggests more stocks are improving or moving 
higher on the NYSE based upon a Point & Figure buy signal. 

We also notice, that the long-term Positive Trend indicator for the NYSE (PTNYSE) that measures the 
percentage of stocks on the NYSE in Positive Trend remains above the demarcation point at 54% or 
more than half of the stocks on the NYSE are in Positive Trend as defined by the Point and Figure 
methodology. 

We believe it is a fool’s game trying to call the top of any long-term bull market in advance of the 
high. One can only measure stock market risk. When we look at the Point & Figure trend chart of the 
S&P 500, it has certainly made the case for new highs in 2021 and any short-term drops in the stock 
markets have been opportunities to buy in at lower levels. When this trend changes, we do not know. 
However, we can view the support line of the S&P 500 to give us some short-term indication of when 
stock market risk may be rising along with our array of indicators. As the S&P 500 makes a new high at 
4,800, we see current support at 4,500 and secondary support at 4,290 based upon the 30 point chart. 
Any move below those levels should pause you to take notice and see if something may have changed 
for the long-term trend regarding making new stock index highs. 

We will continue to monitor this price movement as we enter 2022 and the potential threat of rising 
interest rates. Will the markets, continue to confuse the bears and will buy the dip persist. We obviously 
do not know the answer to the most important question, but we will continue to measure the price 
movement of stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies and cash and see if the  



   

long -term trends are potentially changing. When we go back and look at what happens in the following 
year after the S&P 500 never drops below its 200-day moving average, we do see some potential 



challenges in the next 12 months. Meanwhile the next 3 years were quite good from a recent 
historical perspective. We will see if something has changed to disrupt the recent past. January can be 
an interesting time for markets in setting the stage for the next 12 months. We will see what this 
January brings.  

 

Please call or email me any questions.   

Point & Figure Charts and stock market data provided by Nasdaq Dorsey Wright   
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